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AFTER one look at the activities planned for Freshman Days, any new coed is bound to look at her closet and moan, "What am I going to wear?"

That's a problem on any occasion but especially during your first weeks at Iowa State.

Don't give it another thought. Your troubles are over. From past experiences and current sleuthing, your gal Vicky has gained the latest word on the situation.

TOURS of the campus and getting settled are heavy items on the first few weeks' time budget. Vicky only hopes your new saddles or casuals were broken in at home. They'll be under terrific pressure from an ISC coed.

Receptions are dress affairs. Gloves hose and heels with one of your new dresses or dress suits are definitely in order. Hats are not compulsory, but that doesn't mean neglect the idea entirely. Substitute with a band in your hair or clever earrings to highlight your outfit.

SATURDAY night an Iowa State coed usually brings her nicest dress out from hiding. Dances or firesides that night generally mean coming in the best you have. If you're going to Des Moines or just to a movie, make this evening special by the clothes you wear. Whether he'll admit it or not, your date enjoys seeing you put on your prettiest outfit just for him. It can be most effective, you'll find.

Just as at home, church on Sunday always means hat, gloves, hose and heels with one of your favorite suits or dresses. Dress up for church, says Vicky.

Sunday dates are another thing, however. If the man in your life suggests dinner and a movie, wear what you did to church. But if a picnic is on the calendar, naturally jeans or slacks are in style, emphasizes Vicky. She adds that pedal pushers or shorts only mean scratched and bruised legs if it's a typical Iowa State picnic.

What do we wear to class here at Iowa State? With the latest in fashions declaring no more long sleeved sweaters, or at least tucking them in, Vicky has looked this situation over well. She's found Iowa State coeds are still favoring their old stand-by, the sweater and skirt. Some are still worn outside, but many women are following the dictates and tucking them in or substituting short sleeve sweaters for the long sleeve variety.